Estonia Grand Piano Guidelines

1. This piano is reserved for instrumental and choral concerts. Use of this piano requires approval from the hall supervisor or the choral, orchestra, or band directors of Lassiter High School. For all other performances, a Yamaha P22 Studio Piano is available to use.

2. The piano REQUIRES 3 people to move it.

3. The cover is to remain on while moving the piano.

4. If the piano must be moved during a rehearsal or performance, the lid and clapboard must be lowered to their closed positions.

5. Only the accompanist, a trained pianist, or approved personnel may play the piano.

6. No one is allowed to lean, sit, or lay on the piano.

7. The cover should be immediately put on when the concert concludes.

8. Do not roll the piano over the black outlet covers, the covers will crack.

9. The piano and artist bench must be returned to the storage room immediately after the performance.